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1. Introduction
In an effort to enhance your ability to evaluate the research performance and make informed strategic decisions,
your institution has launched SciVal Spotlight, which enables you to identify and analyze the areas of research
excellence (competencies) at institutional or national level.
As the global research landscape continues to become more competitive and change at a rapid pace, academic
executives need to quickly gather information to make strategic decisions for their institution. With frequent
improvement release cycles from 2011, SciVal Spotlight is much more intuitive and easier to use to provide
insights to:
• Establish or adjust strategic direction by identifying areas of research excellence.
• Evaluate research output of institution/country.
• Execute your research strategy by identifying potential collaborators or rising talents to recruit or retain.
This guide is designed to help users to get a comprehensive view of its functionalities. Read further to learn about
the improved navigation, searches, and analyses for research evaluation.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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2. What is SciVal Spotlight?
SciVal Spotlight is a tool that enables your institution/country to evaluate its research performance and make
informed strategic decisions. With SciVal Spotlight, you can:
• Identify and analyze your interdisciplinary areas of research excellence related to institution/country worldwide.
• A
 ssess how your articles in competencies are related to the entire article output from your institution/country
across all disciplines.
• E
 valuate different strengths of researchers and research teams based on innovativeness, performance,
and references.
• Analyze the areas of research excellence for the best allocation of limited funding.
• Identify collaboration opportunities with individual researchers and institutions to strengthen your
leadership position.
Rather than on traditional journal classifications, SciVal Spotlight uses the citation patterns based methodology,
which enables to identify the unique areas of research (competencies) of your institution/country. It then produces
graphical views of these competencies, showing your institution’s/country’s research performance across
scientific fields.

Co-citation: Two articles are said to be co-cited if they are both cited in the reference list (bibliography) of an article.
Co-citations for pairs of reference articles can be counted, and are known as co-citation counts.
Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Interdisciplinary: Relating to, or involving two or more disciplines.
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3. What are the basic functionalities of
SciVal Spotlight?
u	E xplore competencies allows you to view and search
areas of research excellence (competencies) of an
institution or a country:
• Table view

u	E xplore collaboration allows you to analyze the
current collaboration partners and identify
potential candidates.
• Map

			o Filter by Subject areas
			o Filter by Leadership of institution

			o Explore the institutions in this country
			o Filter by Subject areas

			o Filter by Article share
			o Filter by Size of field

• Table
			o Sort by Institution names

			o Filter by Trend of field

			o Sort by Co-authored articles
			o Sort by Co-authored articles in competencies

• Circle view
			o Zoom-in and out for a closer look
at competencies
			o Filter by Subject areas
			o Filter by Leadership of institution
			o Filter by Article share
			o Filter by Size of field
			o Filter by Trend of field
• Matrix view
			o Zoom-in and out for a closer look
at competencies
			o Filter by Subject areas
			o Filter by Leadership of institution
			o Filter by Article share
			o Filter by Size of field
			o Filter by Trend of field
• Details view
			o View the Details General tab
			o Use the Competencies list
			o View Rank list
n

 Top Authors

n

 Top Institutions

			o View Graphs
n

 Circle

				

n

Tree Map

				

n

Cluster Map

			o Filter by Subject areas
• Details
			o View summary of collaboration
			o View authors by co-authorship
			o View competencies that include or do
not include articles of your institution
and/or collaborating institution
			o Filter by Subject areas
u	Publication Overview shows how the institution’s
overall publication output compares to its strengths
in competencies:
• Analyze publication output in summary
• Analyze publication output by authors
• Analyze publication output by journals
• View Overview (country map only)
• View Countries (country map only)
• View Institutions (country map only)
u	Search for a competency
u	Change the institution/country, year, or region
u	Download or print data

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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4. How is SciVal Spotlight’s methodology
different from traditional ways of
evaluating research?
There are two main sections to SciVal Spotlight methodology:
4.1. Co-Citation Analysis
4.2. Competency Creation
The methodology used by SciVal Spotlight is based on citation patterns (co-citation analysis) rather than on the
traditional publication and citation rankings based on journal-based classifications. Compared to the traditional
analyses of research evaluation, this methodology helps to provide a far more accurate and sensitive picture of the
publication and the interdisciplinary fields.
Specifically, the methodology enables SciVal Spotlight to help you identify:
• E
 merging areas of science. Since SciVal Spotlight uses 5 years of data, it helps you see current research
trends for your institution/country.
• M
 ultidisciplinary research areas. The methodology looks at who is citing whom on the article level
(vs journal level). Since citations often cross multiple scientific disciplines, it is able to map performance
at an interdisciplinary level, thereby revealing a more detailed view of research areas and trends.
• R
 esearchers of rising talents who may not be very visible yet in traditional journal-based publication and
citation analysis. This methodology may better help you identify the ‘hidden gems’ in new, non-standard areas
of research.

4.1. Co-citation Analysis
SciVal Spotlight uses co-citation analysis to determine
institution’s/country’s research strengths.
Co-citation analysis has been used for many years in
the field of information science, and was introduced in
1973 by Henry Small, a pioneer in bibliometrics.
Co-citation: Two articles are said to be co-cited if
they are both cited in the reference list of an article.
Co-citations for pairs of reference articles can be
counted, and are known as co-citation counts.

Co-citation: Two articles are said to be co-cited if they are both cited in the reference list (bibliography) of an article.
Co-citations for pairs of reference articles can be counted, and are known as co-citation counts.
Co-citation Analysis: Co-citation analysis involves tracking pairs of papers that are cited together in the source articles.
When the same pairs of papers are co-cited with other papers by many authors, clusters of research begin to form.
These clusters tend to share some common theme. The further aggregated clusters based on the common institution’s/
country’s articles shared between the clusters represent the specialized research areas of excellence of institution/country.
Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Interdisciplinary: Relating to, or involving two or more disciplines
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4.2. Competency Creation
SciVal Spotlight uses co-citation analysis in three
main steps.
1. Identify article clusters
To identify highly specific research topics, SciVal
Spotlight performs co-citation analysis on all articles
published in a specific year, such as 2010.
This groups the references into article clusters that
represent the specific areas of research.
All articles published in a 5 year window (ie. 2006–2010)
are then assigned to article clusters based on
their references.
2. Determine which article clusters are strengths
Next, SciVal Spotlight determines which article clusters
represent your individual institution’s/country’s strengths.
These are the clusters where your institution/country
as a whole is highly ranked in article contribution
compared to other institutions/countries worldwide.
3. Group article clusters
The article clusters identified in Step 2 are then further
grouped together by looking at how articles of your
institution/country are shared between these clusters.
Grouped clusters might share one article or share
multiple articles. These grouped clusters are the
competencies you see in SciVal Spotlight. The
competencies represent research areas where
your entire institution/country is a leader.
Based on a combination of metrics, they are labeled
either as Distinctive Competencies which are the
strongest areas, or Emerging Competencies which
are the second strongest areas.

Co-citation: Two articles are said to be co-cited if they are both cited in the reference list (bibliography) of an article.
Co-citations for pairs of reference articles can be counted, and are known as co-citation counts.
Co-citation Analysis: Co-citation analysis is a unique method for studying the cognitive structure of science. It maps the
structure of specialized research areas as well as science as a whole.
The analysis involves tracking pairs of papers that are cited together in the source articles. When the same pairs of
papers are co-cited with other papers by many authors, clusters of research begin to form. These clusters tend to share
some common theme. The further aggregated clusters based on the common institution’s/country’s articles shared
between the clusters represent the specialized research areas of excellence of institution/country.
Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Distinctive Competency: The research area where your entire institution/country is the strongest.
Emerging Competency: The research area where your entire institution/country is the second to being the strongest.
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5. What does the SciVal Spotlight
interface look like?
There are five main sections in SciVal Spotlight interface:
5.1 Homepage
5.2 Explore competencies
5.3 Explore collaboration
5.4 Publication overview
5.5 Search

5.1. Home page
The SciVal Spotlight home page provides an overview
of institution/country provided by your organization.
The home page also lists links which takes you directly
to more comprehensive views of research excellence
(competencies), and publication overview.

1

2

3

4

1

3

Three main links:
1. Explore competencies
2. Explore collaboration
3. Publication overview
4. Search

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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5.2. Explore competencies

Table view

From the home page, click on a link to Explore
competencies or a link on the total number of
competencies to access the full information of
competencies for your institution/country.
The competencies of institution/country can be
viewed in Table, Circle, Matrix, or Details format
by choosing the links below the navigation bar.

Matrix view

Circle view

Detail view

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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5.3. Explore collaboration

Map tab

The Explore collaboration page helps you to analyze
your current collaboration partners and identify potential
collaboration candidates.
The Explore collaboration page can help you find this
information by answering the following 5 questions:
1. With whom are we collaborating?
2. With whom are we collaborating
in our competencies?
3. Who is active in our competencies?
4. With whom do we collaborate who does
not contribute to our competencies?

Map tab – 5 questions

5. With which institutions/authors are we not
collaborating, but could be very good partners since
they have contributed to our competencies?
In Map tab, you can view the collaboration information
plotted on a world map where you can see the locations
of current and potential collaborating institutions
(powered by Google Maps).
In Table tab, you can also view detailed collaboration
institution’s information in a table format.
In Details tab, you can get a quick overview of an
institution you collaborate with, or potentially consider
collaboration in the future.

Table tab

Details tab

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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5.4. Publication overview
The Publication overview page provides a quick,
broad view of your research output by explaining
what information is in SciVal Spotlight, and how that
information was generated.
It also provides the output of the top authors and
journals for an institution/country based on all
publications. This helps you easily compare the
entire output of articles that contributed to
competencies by an author or journal.
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Summary tab

5.5. Search (for a competency)
Click Search on the right side of the navigation bar
to go to the Search for competencies page.
You can use this feature to find a competency based
on an author name, keyword, discipline, or institution.
Search result will appear below the search field.

Article Cluster: Article clusters are groups of reference articles and the current articles that cite them. An article cluster
represents a specific area of research, and is assigned to a subject area discipline based on the dominant discipline in
the cluster.
Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Keyword: Keyword is the description of the subject matter of the competency. They are two-word phrases that appear
most frequently in the titles and abstracts of all articles that are in each article cluster. (Note: This is not necessarily those
that occur most often in articles contributed only by your institution/country, but rather are those that occur in entire
abstracts contributed by all players within the article cluster.)
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6. How Do I Use SciVal Spotlight?
6.1. How can I log in?
6.2. How can I select my institutional map?
6.3. How can I change the institution/country map, year, or region?
6.4. How can I view the competencies of my institution? [Explore competencies]
6.5. How can I view the Publication Overview of my institution? [Publication Overview]
6.6. How can I search for competencies? [Search]

6.1. How can I log in?
1. Go to http://www.spotlight.scival.com/and
enter your username and password provided by
your organization.
2. You can confirm your login status by checking your
name in the top right corner.

6.2. How can I select my
institutional map?
When you log in for the first time as a new user, you
will see a default map set by your organization.
Maps are alphabetically ordered (ascending), and
the default map would be the first one on the list.
You can see them at the top of the page, below
the navigation bar.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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6.3. How can I change the
institution/country map, year,
or region?
1. Click Change from any page.
2.	Choose the institution/country and year.
Available institution/country maps are based
upon your entitlements.
3.	Click Change on Change data selection window.

6.4. How can I view the
competencies of my institution?
[Explore competencies]
6.4.1. Table view [Explore competencies] > [Table]
6.4.2. Circle view [Explore competencies] > [Circle]
6.4.3. Matrix view [Explore competencies] > [Matrix]
6.4.4.	Filtering data on the Table, Matrix, and
Circle views
6.4.5. Details view [Explore competencies] > [Details]
From the home page, click on Explore competencies
in the navigation bar at the top of the screen, or click on
the links under Explore competencies section at the
bottom of the screen.
The competencies of your institution/country can be
viewed in 4 different ways: Table, Circle, Matrix, and
Details. The links to each page can be found at the
top of the screen below the navigation bar.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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6.4.1. Table View [Explore
competencies] > [Table]
The Table view in Explore Competencies lists
detailed performance metrics for all competencies
for institution/country.
• T
 he Competency column lists the unique
identifier number of the total competencies
of your institution/country.
DC indicates a Distinctive Competency.
EC indicates an Emerging Competency.
	All competencies are strengths for an institution/country. Once the institution/country meets one or more
leadership criteria in the competency (Leadership) and the competency is large enough in publication counts
globally (Market Size), it becomes a Distinctive Competency. Otherwise it is an Emerging Competency.
• Distinctive Competency (DC)
			A competency is considered a Distinctive Competency if the market size is large and meets at least one
of three leadership criteria.
			

A. Market size

				

A sliding scale is used to determine if a competency (Market Size) is considered ‘large’:

					

o Larger institutions (>3,000 articles per year) the threshold is 500 articles.

					

o Smaller institutions (<1,200 articles per year) the threshold is 200 articles.

					

oM
 edium sized institutions (The threshold size ranges linearly between 200 and 500 articles
based on overall article output).

			 B. Leadership
				

1. Publication leadership (Relative Article Share > 1.0)

				

2. Reference leadership (Relative Reference Share > 1.0)

				

3. State-of-the-Art leadership (Both 2 criteria to be met below)

					

I. Relative Article Share > 0.8 and

					

II. S
 tate-of-the-Art value > = value of publication leader.

Distinctive Competency (DC): The research areas where your entire institution/country is the strongest leader.
Emerging Competency (EC): The research area where your entire institution/country is the second to being the
strongest leader.
Publication Leadership: A Publication leader is the institution/country with the greatest Relative Article Share (RAS)
in a competency. RAS is a relative measure of the quantity of publications an institution/country has produced in the
past 5 years, compared to that of the largest peer in a particular competency.
Reference Leadership: A Reference leader is the institution/country with the greatest Relative Reference Share (RRS)
in a competency.
RRS is a relative measure of the citation count of publications your institution/country has received in the past 5 years,
compared to that of the largest peer in a particular competency.
State-of-the-Art Leadership: The recentness of the work cited by the articles from an institution/country within
a competency, relative to the average recentness for that competency.
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• The institution/country is ranked #1 in number of articles in the 5 year window within
a competency.

Publication
Leadership

• A Publication leader is the institution/country with the greatest Relative Article Share
(RAS) in a competency. RAS is a relative measure of the quantity of publications an
institution/country has produced in the past 5 years, compared to the largest peer within
a particular competency.
oR
 AS = (quantity of publication your institution/country has produced)
/(quantity of publication your largest peer has produced).
• A Publication Leader can be seen as moving a research area forward.
• T
 he institution/country is ranked #1 in number of being referenced by other publications
within a competency. It is the number of highly-cited references written by an
institution/country within a particular competency.

Citation
Leadership

• A
 Citation leader is the institution/country with the greatest share of highly-cited
references (greatest Relative Reference Share (RRS)) in a competency, compared to
the largest peer. RRS is a relative measure of how influential an institution/country is.
o RRS = (quantity of total citation received by your institution/country)
/(quantity of total citation received by your largest peer).
• A Citation Leader can be seen as having built the foundation of a research area.
• T
 he recentness of the reference your institution/country cites within a competency,
relative to the average recentness for that competency.
oP
 ositive SotA values indicate that the reference for your publication is more recent
than global average within the competency.

State-of-the-Art
Leadership

o Negative SotA values indicate that the reference for your publication is less recent
than global average within the competency.
oS
 otA = Compares
average publication year of references cited by your institution/country
within the competency
vs
average publication year of references cited by all institutions/countries
within the competency.

• Emerging Competency (EC)
	The screenshot shows an example of an
Emerging Competency.
	In order for a competency to become a
Distinctive Competency, it must meet criterion
A: (Market Size) and at least one of criteria
B: 1 through 3 (Leadership).
Otherwise it will be an Emerging Competency (EC).

Article Cluster: Article clusters are groups of reference articles and the current articles that cite them. An article cluster
represents a specific area of research, and is assigned to a subject area discipline based on the dominant discipline in
the cluster.
Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Distinctive Competency (DC): The research areas where your entire institution/country is the strongest leader.
Emerging Competency (EC): The research area where your entire institution/country is the second to being the
strongest leader.
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•

 uthors at this institution tells you who are
A
involved in each area of research excellence
(competency).

• K
 eyword is the description of the subject matter of
the competency. They are two-word phrases that
appear most frequently in the titles and abstracts
of all articles that are in each article cluster. (Note:
This is not necessarily those that occur most often
in articles contributed only by your institution/country,
but rather are those that occur in entire abstracts
contributed by all players within the article cluster.)
• D
 isciplines: Clusters of journals representing
a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic
Chemistry, Nuclear Physics) within a main subject
area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics).
 Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references.
 Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
• A
 rticles Published gives you a quick comparison of
total number of articles published by all institutions/
countries worldwide within the specific field, and the
total number of articles published by your institution/
country within the specific field.

Subject Area
Discipline 1
Journal a
Journal b
Journal c
Discipline 2
Journal d
Journal e
Journal f
554 Disciplines
13 Subject Areas

Article Cluster: Article clusters are groups of reference articles and the current articles that cite them. An article cluster
represents a specific area of research, and is assigned to a subject area discipline based on the dominant discipline in
the cluster.
Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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6.4.2. Circle View [Explore
competencies] > [Circle]
The Circle view on the Explore Competencies
page helps you quickly understand:
• Which competency is represented by a circle.
• Which competencies are more interdisciplinary.
• H
 ow the competencies are distributed by
subject area.
The larger the circle, the more articles are in that
competency. It is the total number of articles in this
competency, not just from your institution/country
but from all institutions/country worldwide.
• H
 ow and which competency is being
represented by a circle?
	Each circle represents a competency for your
institution/country.
	1. Click on a circle to display a pop up window with
the competency ID number, number of articles
published at this institution, top authors, keywords,
and disciplines.
	2. Click on More details link to go to Details page
for the competency.
	Circle size represents the volume of articles
published worldwide, indicating the size of
the competency.
			

o The larger the circle, the more articles are
in that competency.

		

o The smaller the circle, the more specialized
the field it represents.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Keyword: Keywords are two-word phrases with highest information content that have been extracted from the titles and
abstracts of articles that are in each article cluster. This is not necessarily those that occur most often in articles only from
your institution, but rather are those that occur in entire abstracts published by all contributors within the article cluster.
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•

 hich competencies are
W
more interdisciplinary?

		

o The colored lines in the circles represent
the subject areas and disciplines of the
article clusters in the competency.
Competencies with more lines indicates
more interdisciplinary mix.

		

o Circles positioned towards the middle
indicate and interdisciplinary mix.

		

o Circles positioned towards the edge of
the circle indicate a strong Distinctive
Competency in the color-coded subject area.
The location of each circle is determined by
the primary subject area of that competency.
Circles closer to the center indicates more
interdisciplinary mix.

•

 ow are the competencies distributed by
H
subject area?

	The wheel of science containing circles
(competencies) is divided into 13 sections,
representing 13 subject areas.
	Move your cursor over the colored section of
Wheel of Science to highlight the corresponding
subject areas legend on the right side of the screen.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Distinctive Competency (DC): The research areas where your entire institution/country is the strongest leader.
Interdisciplinary: Relating to, or involving two or more disciplines
Keyword: Keywords are two-word phrases with highest information content that have been extracted from the titles and
abstracts of articles that are in each article cluster. This is not necessarily those that occur most often in articles only from
your institution, but rather are those that occur in entire abstracts published by all contributors within the article cluster.
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6.4.3. Matrix View [Explore
competencies] > [Matrix]
The Matrix view on the Explore Competencies
page helps you to answer high-level strategy questions
such as:
•

How stable are your competencies?

•

 o which competencies can you invest your time
T
and resources?

•

Is your institution/country maintaining the lead in
a certain research field?

The larger the circle, the more articles are in that competency. It is the total number of articles, not only from your
institution/country, but from all institutions/country worldwide in the competency.
•

What does the horizontal position mean in the Matrix view?

		

o The horizontal position shows the publication leadership position of your institution/country for that
competency. The horizontal line represents Relative Article Share (RAS) which represents the number
of articles from your institution/country, relative to the number of articles from the next largest peer
(institution/country) worldwide within a particular competency.
o For example, if an institution is ranked #1, its RAS will be greater than 1.0; otherwise, its RAS will be less
than 1.0.
Note: The value is fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that falls within the
competency is counted. For example, if 0.8 of an article falls within this competency, and the remaining
0.2 falls within another competency, only 0.8 is added to this total.

•

What does the vertical position mean in the Matrix?

		

o The vertical position shows how fast the number of articles in that competency is growing.

		

o The vertical line represents Market size growth, which shows average yearly change in the number of
articles within a competency over the 5 year publication window.

•

What does it imply if a competency is in the upper right section of the Matrix?

		

•

o The upper right section would imply that the growth of the publication number of global institutions
is high, and the share of publication by your institution is also ranked #1, relative to the next largest peer.

What does it imply if a competency is in the upper left section of the Matrix?

		

o The upper left section would imply that the growth of the publication number of global institutions
is high, and the share of publication by your institution is not ranked #1 yet, relative to the next largest
peer. The upper left section would imply that the Spotlight displays all the competencies for your
institution, so all the competencies that appear on the matrix are the research areas where your
institution/country is dominant.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Relative Article Share (RAS): It is a relative measure of the quantity of publications an institution/country/author has
produced in the past 5 years, compared to others within a particular competency. A Publication leader is the institution/
country with the greatest RAS in a competency. A Publication Leader can be seen as moving a research area forward.
Fractionalized (Count or Article): The values are fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that falls
within the competency is counted. For example, if 0.8 of an article falls within competency #1, and the remaining 0.2 falls
within competency #3, only 0.8 is added to the total for competency #1.
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•

How does a circle represent competency?

	Each circle represents a competency for your
country/institution.
	1. Click on the circle to display a pop-up
window with the competency ID number,
number of articles, authors, keywords,
and disciplines.
	2. Click on More details link to see the Details
page for the competency.
	Circle size represents the volume of articles
published worldwide, indicating the size of
the competency.
		

o The larger the circle, the more articles are
in that competency.

		

o The smaller the circle, the more specialized
the field it represents.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Keyword: Keywords are two-word phrases with highest information content that have been extracted from the titles and
abstracts of articles that are in each article cluster. This is not necessarily those that occur most often in articles only from
your institution, but rather are those that occur in entire abstracts published by all contributors within the article cluster.
Market Size Growth: Average yearly change in the number of articles within a competency over the 5 year
publication window.
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6.4.4. Filtering data on the
Table, Matrix, and Circle views
The Table, Matrix, and Circle pages include
a categorized list of your institution’s/country’s
competencies on the left side of the screen.
You can use the categories as filters, to limit
the view to certain competencies.
For example, you may want to look at just those
competencies in certain subject areas, or just those
competencies in which your institution/country is a
publication leader.
•

What are the filter categories?
You can filter the competencies by:
o Subject areas

		

o Leadership of institution

		

o Article share

		

o Size of field (worldwide)

		

o Trend of field (worldwide)

•

 hat does the number next to each
W
category indicate?

	
The number next to a category indicates how
many competencies are in that particular category,
out of the total number of competencies for the
institution/country.
•

 ow can you limit the view to competencies
H
in one or more categories?

	Click to check the checkboxes for the categories.
To remove, click to uncheck the checkboxes again
to clear it.
•

 ow can you limit the view to all disciplines
H
for a subject area?
Click on the checkbox of a subject area name.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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• H
 ow can you view the individual disciplines
for a subject area?
 lick on the plus sign next to the subject area
C
name to expand the list of disciplines. Click the
checkboxes to limit the view to individual disciplines.
• H
 ow can you include all competencies in
the view?
	Click Show all competencies shown above
Subject areas.

• H
 ow can you see the definition of a
filter category?
Move your mouse over to the category name.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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6.4.5. Details View [Explore
competencies] > [Details]
Details view has three different tabs:
u General
u Rank Lists
u Graphs

6.4.5.1. General
The General tab on the Details page provides basic information about a competency, including top authors and
journals, keywords, disciplines, and publication metrics.
•

Where can you see the basic information about a competency within the General tab?
By looking at the top table, you can see:

		 o Competency
The number shows a unique identifier of the competency of your institution or country. DC indicates
a Distinctive Competency. EC indicates an Emerging Competency.
		 o Authors at this institution
Who are involved in each area of research excellence (competency).
		 o Keywords and Disciplines
The description of the nature of research.
		 o Articles Published
A quick comparison of total number of articles published by all institutions/countries and the total number
of articles published by your institution/country within the specific field.
Note: In Articles Published, the values are fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that
falls within the competency is counted. Example: if 0.8 of an article falls within this competency, and the
remaining 0.2 falls within another competency, only 0.8 is added to this total.
•

Where can I find an additional metrics for the competency?

	
Scroll down to the second table which shows the basic competency information. You can quickly view the
additional metrics of a competency by looking at Market Size, Article Share, RAS (Relative Article Share),
RRS (Relative Reference Share), and SotA (State-of-the-Art).

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Distinctive Competency (DC): The research areas where your entire institution/country is the strongest leader.
Emerging Competency (EC): The research area where your entire institution/country is the second to being the
strongest leader.
Keyword: Keywords are two-word phrases with highest information content that have been extracted from the titles and
abstracts of articles that are in each article cluster. This is not necessarily those that occur most often in articles only from
your institution, but rather are those that occur in entire abstracts published by all contributors within the article cluster.
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•

Market Size (Global)
o It is the total number of articles in this competency,
not just from your institution/country but from all
institutions/countries worldwide.
o The value is fractionalized, meaning that only
the fraction of each article that falls within the
competency is counted. Example: if 0.8 of an
article falls within this competency, and the
remaining 0.2 falls within another competency,
only 0.8 is added to this total.
o The Growth row shows the average yearly
change over the 5 year period (ie: 2006-2010).
The growth is expressed both as the number of
(fractionalized) articles and as a percentage.

•

Article Share
o It is the number of articles in this competency that are from your institution/country.
o The value is fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that falls within the competency
is counted. Example: if 0.8 of an article falls within this competency, and the remaining 0.2 falls within
another competency, only 0.8 is added to this total.
o Also shown is the percentage that the number of articles published by your institution/country, relative
to the total market size.
o The Growth row shows the average yearly change over the 5 year-period (ie: 2006-2010). The growth
is expressed both as the number of (fractionalized) articles and as a percentage.

•

RAS – Relative Article Share
o The number of articles in this competency that are from your institution/country, relative to the next largest
institution/country. If your institution is ranked #1, the value is compared to the institution ranked #2.
o The value is fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that falls within the competency is
counted. Example: if 0.8 of an article falls within this competency, and the remaining 0.2 falls within another
competency, only 0.8 is added to this total.

•

RRS – Relative Reference Share
o The number of citation counts your institution/country received in this competency, relative to the nearest peer
(institution/country) worldwide. Higher is better.
o It is a measure of how influential a country, institution, or author is within a particular competency.

•

SotA – State of the Art
o This number indicates the recentness of the work cited by the articles from your institution/country within
a competency, relative to the average recentness for that competency.
o Positive SotA values indicate that the work being cited is more recent than average.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Market Size: The total number of articles in a competency from all institutions worldwide which contribute to
the competency.
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•

 here can I find the explanation on Distinctive
W
Competency and not Emerging Competency
on the General tab page?

	You can find the explanation below the additional
competency metric table.
	If a competency you selected is an Emerging
Competency, then it will provide an explanation
of why it is an Emerging Competency and not a
Distinctive Competency.
	The explanation is based on the criteria indicated
in the table. In order for a competency to become
a Distinctive Competency, it must meet criterion
A: (Market Size) and at least one of criteria
B: 1 through 3 (Leadership). The State-of-the-Art
Leadership (B 3) requires both sub criteria I and II
to be met.
•

What does institution articles section indicate?

	
This section provides additional information on how
many articles your institution has contributed to this
competency in fractionalized and total articles, and
ranks and citation counts of the competency.
		

o For Fractionalized articles, the values are
fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction
of each article that falls within the competency
is counted. Example: if 0.8 of an article falls
within this competency, and the remaining 0.2
falls within another competency, only 0.8 is
added to this total.

		

o For Total articles, this is how many articles
(published in the past 5 years) your institution
has contributed to this competency. This
number is not fractionalized, meaning that
each article counts as 1, even if only 0.1 of it
falls within this competency.

		 o Rank past 5 years and Rank past 2 years
indicate the competency’s rank in the past
5 or 2 years respectively. The rank indication
is either 1 or 2.
		 o Citation count indicates the number of times
the articles from your institution/country has
been cited. It’s the total number of citations of
the articles (published in the past 5 years) that
fall within this competency. The citation count
is fractionalized, meaning that an article that is
0.5 within the competency only accounts for
half of its citations in this competency.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Distinctive Competency (DC): The research areas where your entire institution/country is the strongest leader.
Emerging Competency (EC): The research area where your entire institution/country is the second to being the
strongest leader.
Market Size: The total number of articles in a competency from all institutions worldwide which contribute to
the competency.
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•

 hat does ‘Top authors from Institution’
W
section indicate?

	This section provides the top 5 authors from
your institution/country contributing articles to
this competency.
	You can also see the number of articles (published
in past 5 years) each author has contributed to
this competency.
	The values are fractionalized, meaning that only
the fraction of each article that falls within the
competency is counted. Example: if 0.8 of an article
falls within this competency, and the remaining 0.2
falls within another competency, only 0.8 is added
to this total.
•

What does ‘Top disciplines’ section indicate?

	This section provides the top 5 disciplines within that
specific competency.
 ote that this is not only the top disciplines of
N
journals in which your institution/country has
published articles. Rather, they are the top
disciplines from journals all articles are published
within a competency.
	Fractionalized article is how many articles (published
in past 5 years) each discipline has contributed
to this competency. The values are fractionalized,
meaning that only the fraction of each article that
falls within the competency is counted. Example: if
0.8 of an article falls within this competency, and the
remaining 0.2 falls within another competency, only
0.8 is added to this total.
	It also indicates the percentage of fractionalized
articles number relative to the total number of
articles that make up the competency.
•

What does ‘Journals’ section indicate?
It indicates the top 5 journals in which the all articles
in a competency are published.

•

What does ‘Main Keywords’ section indicate?

	It indicates two-word phrases that occur most
often in the titles and abstracts of articles that are
in a competency.
 ote: This is not necessarily those that occur most
N
often in articles only from your institution, but rather
are those that occur in entire abstracts published by
all contributors within the article cluster.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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6.4.5.2. Rank Lists
On the Rank Lists tab on Details page you can
review the leading authors, or institution/countries
in a specific competency.
•

How can you go to the Top Authors page?

	From the pull down menu under Rank Lists,
click Top Authors.
•

 nder ‘View top authors’, what does each
U
choice indicate?

		

o All authors list top authors across all
institutions/countries for this competency.
Top authors are the 10 authors with the
highest fractionalized article count in
a competency.

		 o Institution’s authors list the top authors
in this competency for this institution.
		 o Authors from other institutions list the
top authors in this competency outside
this institution.
		 o Collaborating authors list the top authors
outside this institution who have co-authored
an article in this competency with an author
from this institution.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Keyword: Keywords are two-word phrases with highest information content that have been extracted from the titles and
abstracts of articles that are in each article cluster. This is not necessarily those that occur most often in articles only from
your institution, but rather are those that occur in entire abstracts published by all contributors within the article cluster.
Rank: The rank of an institution/country/author within a competency (based on Relative Article Share (RAS)) over the
entire 5 year publication window.
Fractionalized Article: The number of articles within a competency that come from the selected institution or country.
The values are fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that falls within the competency is counted.
For example, if 0.8 of an article falls within competency #1, and the remaining 0.2 falls within competency #3, only 0.8 is
added to the total for competency #1.
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•

 ow can you view more information about an
H
author on the Rank Lists page?

		

o Click on the author’s name on the list. The
author’s overview will appear below the table.

		

o It will show links to author profile in SciVerse
Scopus, for more detail information.

•

How can you go to the Top Institutions page?

	From the pull down menu under Rank Lists,
click Top Institutions.
		 o All institutions list the top 10 institutions for
a competency. If your institution/country is not
in the top 10, it appears at the end of the list
along with its ranking.
		 o Only collaborating institutions list only
the institutions which have collaborated and
co-authored with your institution/country in
the last 5 years.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
h-index: An index that attempts to measure both the productivity and impact of the published work of a scientist or
scholar. The index is based on the set of the scientist’s most cited papers and the number of citations that they have
received in other people’s publications.
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6.4.5.3. Graphs
On the Graphs tab on the Details page you can review
the competency information in three different graphs:
Circle, Tree Map, and Cluster Map.
•

How can you see the Circle page?

		

o From the pull down menu under Graphs,
click Circle.

		

o The circle represents the scientific world and
the colors refer to different subject areas.

		

o Each line in the circle represents an article
cluster within this competency, and points to
the primary discipline of that cluster. In this
case, the circle shows that this competency
for the institution/country is made up of
article clusters representing Math & Physics
and Chemistry.

•

How can you see Tree Map page?

		

o From the pull down menu under Graphs,
click Tree Map.

		

o The Tree Map provides a hierarchical view
of this competency.

		

o You can browse the article clusters in this
competency, the primary discipline of each
cluster, and the subject areas containing
those disciplines.

		

o The height of each block represents
the number of articles in that block for
this competency.

		

o Click on Subject area, Discipline or
Article Cluster to display its top authors
and main keywords.

Article Cluster: Article clusters are groups of reference articles and the current articles that cite them. An article cluster
represents a specific area of research, and is assigned to a subject area discipline based on the dominant discipline in
the cluster.
Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Keyword: Keywords are two-word phrases with highest information content that have been extracted from the titles and
abstracts of articles that are in each article cluster. This is not necessarily those that occur most often in articles only from
your institution, but rather are those that occur in entire abstracts published by all contributors within the article cluster.
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•

How can you see the Cluster Map?

		

o From the pull down menu under Graphs,
click Cluster Map.

		

o The Cluster Map shows all the article
clusters in this competency and the
co-citation relations between those clusters.

		

o The lines between the clusters show the
co-citation relations. Each circle represents
a cluster.

		

o Circle size indicates the number of articles
in that cluster. Circle color represents that
cluster’s primary subject area. In this case,
this competency for the institution is made up
of article clusters representing Chemistry in
blue and Math & Physics in purple.

		

o Click a circle to see that cluster’s top authors
and keywords.

Article Cluster: Article clusters are groups of reference articles and the current articles that cite them. An article cluster
represents a specific area of research, and is assigned to a subject area discipline based on the dominant discipline in
the cluster.
Co-citation: Two articles are said to be co-cited if they are both cited in the reference list (bibliography) of an article.
Co-citations for pairs of reference articles can be counted, and are known as co-citation counts.
Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Keyword: Keywords are two-word phrases with highest information content that have been extracted from the titles and
abstracts of articles that are in each article cluster. This is not necessarily those that occur most often in articles only from
your institution, but rather are those that occur in entire abstracts published by all contributors within the article cluster.
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6.5. How can I view the collaboration partners or candidates of my
institution? [Explore collaboration]
6.5.1. Map [Explore collaboration] > [Map]
6.5.2. Table [Explore collaboration] > [Table]
6.5.3. Details Summary (of institution) [Explore collaboration] > [Details] > [Summary]
6.5.4. Details Authors (of institution) [Explore collaboration] > [Details] > [Authors]
6.5.5. Details Competencies (of institution) [Explore collaboration] > [Details] > [Competencies]

6.5.1. Map [Explore collaboration] > [Map]
In Explore collaboration, world map shows you the location of institutions related to collaboration with your
institution.
The Map view on the Explore collaboration page helps you to find the following information:
n

 How do I choose a different set of collaborating or candidate institutions?

n

 Where are collaborating or candidate institutions in each country across the world?

n

 Where are collaborating or candidate institutions in a selected country?

n

•

 How do I see the list of the institutions
that match the selected question?

 ow do I choose a different set of
H
collaborating or candidate institutions?

		

1. From Explore collaboration page, click on
Choose a different set of institutions
pull down menu. Depending on your needs,
you can change the map to show a different
set of institutions that match:

		

a. Collaborating institutions.

		

b. Collaborating institutions which appear
in your competencies.

		

c. Collaborating institutions which do not
appear in your competencies.

		

d. Institutions which contribute to your
competencies.

		

e. Institutions which contribute to your
competencies, but with whom you
are not currently collaborating.

		At any Explore collaboration page, you
can also further narrow down your criteria by
choosing subject areas and disciplines on
the left side of the screen.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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•

		

1. After choosing one of the 5 key questions
from the pull down menu, the world map
will show you the collaborating institutions in
each country across the world.

		

2. Blue icons with a number in it (ie
) indicate
the number of collaborating institutions within
each country.

•

 here are collaborating or candidate
W
institutions in a selected country?

		

1. Click on a blue icon in a country of
your preference.

		

2. Click on Explore the institutions in
this country in a pop up window.

		

3. The location of orange icons (ie
) indicate
the location of an institution within a selected
country, and the number within the icon
indicates the number of collaborating
authors within the institution.

		

4. The gray icons (ie
) indicate the number of
collaborating authors at institutions outside
of the selected country

•

34

 here are collaborating or candidate
W
institutions in each country across the world?

 ow do I see the list of institutions that
H
match the selected question?

		

1. Click on the Table tab.

		

2. On the screen it displays the top 100
collaborating institutions based on the
intensity of the collaboration.

		

3. You can download ALL the results,
even beyond top 100 institutions by
clicking on Download on the top right
corner of the screen.
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6.5.2. Table [Explore collaboration] > [Table]
The Table view on the Explore collaboration page helps you answer the following questions:

•

n

 How do I see the top institutions with whom I collaborate?

n

 How do I choose a different set of collaborating or candidate institutions on Table view?

n

 How do I see the overview of details of an individual institution listed on the page?

n

 How do I examine the institution in more detail?

 ow do I see the top institutions with
H
whom I collaborate?

		

1. From Explore collaboration page, click
on Table tab, then choose Collaborating
institutions from Choose a different set
of institutions pull down menu.

		

2. If you had already chosen Collaborating
institutions from Map view, the selection
will carry over to the Table view.

		

3. Then you will see the top 100
collaboration institutions on the screen.
You can download all result even beyond
100 by clicking on Download at the top
right corner of the screen.
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•

 ow do I choose a different set of
H
collaborating or candidate institutions
on Table view?

		

1. From Explore collaboration page, click on
Table tab.

		

2. Click on Choose a different set of
institutions pull down menu. Depending on
your needs, you can change your question to
show a different set of institutions.

•

 ow do I see the overview of details of an
H
individual institution listed on the Table tab?

		

1. In the list of the institutions on Table tab,
click on the name of institutions.

		

2. Then the overview will appear under
the institutional name.

Note: You can display the overviews of multiple
institutions.

•

36

 ow do I examine the institution in
H
more detail?

		

1. In the list of the institutions on Table tab,
click on the name of institution.

		

2. Then the overview will appear under the
institutional name.

		

3. Click on Examine this institution in more
detail at the bottom of the overview.

		

4. Then it will take you to Summary tab
of Details page.
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6.5.3. Details Summary (of institution) [Explore collaboration] > [Details] > [Summary]
The Summary tab gives you a quick overview of an institution you collaborate with. It shows how strong the
collaboration is, based on number of co-authors and co-authored articles in your competencies. In addition,
it helps you identify authors who are contributing to your competencies, but are not currently collaborating with
your institution.

•

n

 Where is collaboration taking place?

n

 Where are opportunities for new collaborations?

Where is collaboration taking place?

		

1. From Explore collaboration, click on
Details, then click on Summary tab.

		

2. Look under “Where is collaboration
taking place?”
Note1: Make sure that you choose a
collaborating institution from Table
or Map tab in order for Details tab
to appear
Note2: Under Co-authors section, you can
see the total number of authors who
co-authored articles with your institution.
The link will take you to Author tab,
which shows the top 100 authors.
You can download all the results
beyond the top 100.
Note3: Under Co-authors section, you could
also see the number of co-authors who
appear in your institution’s competency,
out of the total number of co-authors
with your institution.
Note4: Under Co-authored articles section,
you can see the total articles coauthored with your institution. The link
will pop up another window which
links to Scopus, and also allows you
to download the results. This section
also shows the number of articles that
appear in your institution’s competency,
out of total co-authored articles with
the collaborating institution.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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 here are opportunities for
W
new collaboration?

•
		

1. From Explore collaboration, click on
Details, then click on Summary tab.

		

2. Look under “Where are opportunities
for new collaboration?”.
Note1: Make sure that you choose a
collaborating institution from Table
or Map tab in order for Details tab
to appear.
Note2: Under Authors in competencies
section, you can see the total number
of authors who appear in your
competency. The link will take you
to Author tab, which shows the top
100 authors on the screen. You can
download all the results beyond the top
100 by clicking on Download on the
top right corner of the screen.
Note3: Under Authors in competencies
section, you can also see the number of
authors who have not yet co-authored
with your institution, out of total number
of authors in your competency.
Note4: Under Articles in competencies, you
can see the total articles that appear in
a competency of your institution. The
link will pop up another window which
links to Scopus, and also allows you
to download the results. You can also
see the number of articles that were
not co-authored with your institution,
out of total articles that appear in
your competency.
Note5: Under Competencies section, it shows
the total number of your institution’s
competencies that include articles from
collaborating institution. It also shows
the number of competencies where
there are no co-authored articles with
the collaborating institution. The link will
take you to the Competencies tab.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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6.5.4. Details Authors (of institution)
[Explore collaboration] > [Details] >
[Authors]
The Author tab lists the top authors (up to 100) you
collaborate with. Authors are listed in order by number
of articles co-authored with your institution. You can
also use filters to view collaborating authors by different
criteria such as a specific subject area or discipline.
n

n

		

•

n

 How can I sort the top 100 authors by
different categories?
 Can I download all results of the authors
even beyond Top 100?
 Can I see more details of the
author I select?

 ow can I sort the top 100 authors
H
by different categories?
1. From Explore collaboration, click on
Details, then click on Authors tab.

		

Note: Make sure that you choose a
collaborating institution from Table
or Map tab in order for Details tab
to appear.
		

2. Click on Co-authored articles. It sorts the
top 100 authors on the screen by the number
of articles co-authored with your institution
Note: By default, it is sorted by
Co-authored articles.

		

3. Click on Co-authored articles in
competencies. It sorts the top 100 authors
on the screen by the number of co-authored
articles in your institution’s competencies.

		

4. Click on Not co-authored articles in
competencies. It sorts the top 100 authors
on the screen by the number of articles in
your competencies, but not co-authored
with your institution yet.

		

5. Click on Competencies. It sorts the top
100 authors on the screen by the number of
competencies of collaborating institution that
include articles by their authors.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
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6.5.5 Details Competencies (of institution)
[Explore collaboration] > [Details] >
[Competencies]
The Competencies tab lists competencies which
include co-authored articles with the collaborating
institution. You can use the Competencies tab to see
the strength of the collaboration in each competency.
The information on the tab can help you determine your
future collaboration with an institution, based on article
share and the number of co-authored articles.
n

•

 How can I sort the list of competencies
by different categories?

1. From Explore collaboration, click on
Details, then click on Competencies tab.

5. C
 lick on Articles from a collaborating
institution. It sorts your competencies by the
total number of articles from the collaborating
institution that appear in each competency.

Note:  Make sure that you choose a
collaborating institution from Table
or Map tab in order for Details tab
to appear.

6. Click on Articles from your institution.
It sorts your competencies by the total number
of articles from your institution that appear in
each competency.

2. Click on Competency. It sorts your
competencies that include articles from
a collaborating institution by the unique
identifier (code and number).

7. Click on Total articles worldwide.
It sorts your competencies by the total number
of articles contributed by institutions worldwide
in each competency.

Note: DC means Distinctive Competency.
EC means Emerging Competency.

Note: The Total articles worldwide number
can help you

3. Click on Keywords. It sorts your
competencies that include articles from a
collaborating institution by the keywords
that describe the subject matter of each
competency.

i. G
 et a good sense of your institution’s
contribution to the competency

 ow can I sort the list of competencies by
H
different categories?

		

		

		

		

4. Click on Co-authored articles. It sorts your
competencies by the number of co-authored
articles with the collaborating institution.

ii. S
 ee the collaborating institution’s contribution to
the competency relative to that of your institution
Note: You can also filter the result by selecting
any subject area on the left side of the screen.

		

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Distinctive Competency: The research area where your entire institution/country is the strongest.
Emerging Competency: The research area where your entire institution/country is the second to being the strongest.
Keyword: Keyword is the description of the subject matter of the competency. They are two-word phrases that appear
most frequently in the titles and abstracts of all articles that are in each article cluster. (Note: This is not necessarily those
that occur most often in articles contributed only by your institution/country, but rather are those that occur in entire
abstracts contributed by all players within the article cluster.)
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6.6. How can I view the Publication Overview of my institution?
[Publication Overview]
6.5.1. Summary [Publication Overview] > [Summary]
6.5.2. Authors [Publication Overview] > [Authors]
6.5.3. Journals [Publication Overview] > [Journals]
6.5.4. Country Data [Publication Overview] > [Change to Country] > [Countries]
6.5.5. Country Institutions [Publication Overview] > [Change to Country] > [Institutions]

6.6.1. Summary [Publication Overview] >
[Summary]
The Summary tab on the Publication Overview
page gives you an overview of the publication
output of your institution/country during the 5 year
publication window.
The Summary tab shows how the entire output of the
institution/country compares to the articles that ended
up in competencies.
It also provides explanations on why and how many
articles have not been included in SciVal Spotlight.
You can view the publication output for an institution
/country as a whole, or by a specific subject area
or discipline.
oL
 inks are provided under each description for:
n

n

n

 List of articles published in the past 5 years
by the institution/country.
 E xplanation on why and how many articles
have not been included in SciVal Spotlight.
 E xplanation on how the articles are assigned
to competencies.

The Summary tab also gives you a quick view of the
top authors and journals within a discipline or subject
area for the institution/country.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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•

 ow can I see the output for a specific
H
subject area or discipline in Summary tab
on the Publication Overview page?
o Click on a subject area or discipline name
in the list of subject areas on the left side of
the screen.
o To expand the list of disciplines for a subject
area, click on the plus sign next to the subject
area name.

•

 ow can I see the total output for all
H
subject areas?
o To show the output for all subject areas, click
Total output – all subject areas on top left
side of the screen.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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6.6.2. Authors [Publication Overview] >
[Authors]
•

How can I see the Top authors within a specific
subject area or for all subject areas?

		

o Scroll down the Summary tab page and
you will see the Top 5 authors at your
institution/country.

		

o Authors are listed in order by number of
articles published during the 5 year window.

		

o You can view author output for an institution
/country as a whole, or by a specific subject
area or discipline by using filters on the top
left corner of the screen.

		 o See more authors link will direct you to
Authors tab page for more comprehensive
list of top authors.

Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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6.6.3. Journals [Publication Overview] >
[Journals]
•

 ow can I see the Top journals within specific
H
subject area or for all subject areas?

		

o Scroll down the Summary tab page and
you will see the Top 5 journals in which your
institution/country publish.

		

o Journals are listed in order by number of
articles published during the 5 year window.
o You can view journal output for an institution
/country as a whole, or by a specific subject
area or discipline by selecting your preference
on the top left corner of the screen.

		 o See more journals link will direct you to
Journal tab page for more comprehensive list
of top journals.

Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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6.6.4. Country Data [Publication Overview]
> [Change to Country] > [Countries]
•

 ow can I view Countries data on the
H
Publication Overview page?

	When your entitled country map is selected, links to
Countries and Institutions view will appear on top left
screen, below the navigation bar.
Click on Countries.
	The Countries table lists detailed publication
statistics for your country and its top 20
competitors worldwide.
Sort the table.
		

o The Countries table is sorted by number
of articles, in ascending order. To sort it in
descending order, click the arrow in the
Articles column.

		

o To sort the table by other criteria, click the
appropriate arrow in the column heading.

6.6.5. Country Institutions [Publication
Overview] > [Change to Country] >
[Institutions]
•

 ow can I view Institutions data on the
H
Publication Overview page?

	When a country map is selected, Countries and
Institutions view will appear on top left screen
below the navigation bar.
Click on Institutions.
	The Institutions table lists detailed publication
statistics for institutions in your country which
contribute articles to the competencies of
that country.
Sort the table.
		

o The Institutions table is sorted by number
of articles, in ascending order. To sort it in
descending order, click the arrow in the
Articles column.

		

o To sort the table by other criteria, click the
appropriate column heading.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
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6.7. How can I search for
competencies? [Search]
•

Click on Search in the navigation bar.

•

 ou can search for competencies based on Author,
Y
Keyword, Discipline, or Institution. Select the
item by checking the radio button.

•

 nter appropriate information in the fields provided,
E
and click Find.

•

 ou can choose to uncheck Only match
Y
authors from your institution to broaden
your search result.

Competency: A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
Discipline: Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics)
within a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Keyword: Keywords are two-word phrases with highest information content that have been extracted from the titles and
abstracts of articles that are in each article cluster. This is not necessarily those that occur most often in articles only from
your institution, but rather are those that occur in entire abstracts published by all contributors within the article cluster.
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7. Frequently Asked Questions
How can I get help with
SciVal Spotlight?
Online Help
Online Help is available at the farthest right in the
navigation bar.
The Online Help has been updated to include more
indepth information on SciVal Spotlight to allow you
to access explanations immediately when you need it.
In addition, it’s now easier to find the help you need
with the new Learn More and How Do I? sections in
most Help topics.

Contact us link
To contact a regional SciVal Spotlight team or to
send feedback, click the Contact link at the bottom
of any page.
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Customer Support
Americas

Asia & Pacific

(8am-8pm CET - St.Louis)

(9am-6pm SST, Singapore office)

•

Email: usinfo@elsevier.com

•

Email: sginfo@elsevier.com

•

Brazil: brinfo@elsevier.com

•

Korea: krinfo@elsevier.com

•

US toll-free: +1 (888) 615 4500

•

Tel: +65 6349 0222

•

Non toll-free: +1 (314) 523 4900
Japan

Europe, Middle East and Africa

(9:30am-5:30pm JST, Tokyo office)

(9am-6pm GMT+1, Amsterdam office)

•

Email: jpinfo@elsevier.com

•

Email: nlinfo@elsevier.com

•

Website: japan.elsevier.com

•

Tel: +31(0) 20 485 3767

•

Tel: +81 (3) 5561 5035

If I would like a demonstration of SciVal Spotlight, who should
I contact?
Please request from the SciVal infosite at:
http://www.info.scival.com/scival-consultation-request
Please note: Consultations are currently only available to those who have a key role in managing research
strategies and grant seeking for their institutions. Approved requests will be followed up by an Elsevier
representative who will make contact to schedule an appointment.

Which other institutions use SciVal Spotlight?
You can access use cases publically available at:
http://www.info.scival.com/resource-library/subject/case-studies
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8. Glossary
Article Clusters
Article clusters are groups of reference articles and the current articles that cite them. An article cluster
represents a specific area of research, and is assigned to a subject area discipline based on the dominant
discipline in the cluster.
Article Share
The number of articles within a competency from the selected institution or country.
Articles
The number of articles within a competency that come from the selected institution or country.
The values are fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that falls within the competency is
counted. For example, if 0.8 of an article falls within competency #1, and the remaining 0.2 falls within competency
#3, only 0.8 is added to the total for competency #1.
Citation Count
The number of times that an author’s/institution’s articles within a competency have been cited. In other words, the
total number of citations of the articles by the author/institution (published in the 5 year publication window) that fall
within the competency. The citation count is fractionalized, meaning that an article that is 0.5 within the competency
only accounts for half its citations in the competency.
Citation Leadership
A Citation leader is the institution/country with the greatest share of highly-cited references (greatest Relative
Reference Share) in a competency, compared to other institutions/countries. RRS is a relative measure of how
influential an institution/country or author (i.e. number of highly-cited references written by an institution/country
or author) is within a particular competency.
A Citation leader can be seen as having built the foundation of a research area.
Co-citation
Two articles are said to be co-cited if they are both cited in the reference list (bibliography) of an article.
Co-citations for pairs of reference articles can be counted, and are known as co-citation counts.
Co-citation Analysis
SciVal Spotlight uses co-citation analysis to determine an institution’s/country’s research strengths.
Co-citation analysis is a unique method for studying the cognitive structure of science. It can literally map the
structure of specialized research areas as well as science as a whole.
The analysis involves tracking pairs of papers that are cited together in the source articles. When the same pairs of
papers are co-cited with other papers by many authors, clusters of research begin to form. These clusters tend to
share some common theme. The further aggregated clusters based on the common institution’s/country’s articles
shared between the clusters represent the specialized research areas of excellence for institution/country.
Co-citation analysis has been used for many years in the field of information science, and was introduced in 1973
by Henry Small, a pioneer in bibliometrics.
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SciVal® Spotlight uses co-citation analysis in two main steps.
1. The highly cited reference articles for the map year are selected and clustered based on co-citation counts.
For the SciVal® Spotlight analysis, the reference articles are limited to those that are highly cited during the
map year because these are the references that are the basis for current science.
2. Recent articles from the publication window (called current articles) are assigned to the clusters based on their
references. These current articles can be fractionally assigned to the clusters based on the distribution of their
references. Co-citation clusters, or article clusters, are thus comprised of reference articles and the current
articles that cite them.
For an animated explanation, view the Competencies video (http://bit.ly/mX1Eq9).
Competency
A competency represents research areas where your entire institution/country is dominant.
See How are competencies created? (http://bit.ly/rm7K3P) for more information. For an animated explanation,
see the Competencies video (http://bit.ly/mX1Eq9).
Current Articles
Recent articles that were published within the 5 year publication window.
Disciplines
Clusters of journals representing a specific research area (e.g. Genetics, Organic Chemistry, Nuclear Physics) within
a main subject area (e.g. Biology, Chemistry, Math & Physics). Disciplines are created by grouping journals together
based on common sets of references. Each discipline is then assigned to a subject area.
Distinctive Competency (DC)
A competency is considered a distinctive competency if it is large* and meets at least one of three
leadership criteria:

Publication
Leadership

The institution/country is ranked #1 in number of articles in the publication window (i.e. the
institution/country has the greatest number of articles; therefore the Relative Article Share of
the institution/country in the competency is greater than 1.0)

Citation
Leadership

The institution/country is ranked #1 in number of reference papers (i.e. the institution/
country has the greatest number of references in the article clusters; therefore, the Relative
Reference Share of the institution/country in the competency is greater than 1.0)

State-of-the-Art
Leadership

The institution/country has a Relative Article Share > 0.8, and the State-of-the-Art value is
greater than the corresponding value for largest institution/country in the competency.

*A sliding scale is used to determine if a competency is considered large – for larger institutions (>3,000 articles
per year) the threshold is 500 articles, while for smaller institutions (<1,200 articles per year) the threshold is 200
articles. For medium sized institutions, the threshold size ranges linearly between 200 and 500 articles based on
overall article output.
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Emerging Competency (EC)
All competencies are strengths for an institution or country. Once the institution or country meets one or more
leadership criteria in the competency and the competency is large enough in publication counts globally, it becomes
a distinctive competency. Otherwise it is an emerging competency.
Fractional Counts
Current articles are assigned to article clusters based on which article clusters their reference articles have been
grouped in. Therefore, they can be assigned to more than one article cluster, and are given fractional counts that
sum to 1.0 for each article. These counts can be summed by article cluster and in turn by competency. Within a
competency or article cluster, these counts can also be summed for individual authors or institutions.
For example, if there are 1,000 articles in DC #2 but every article is fractionally assigned to one other DC (with
50% in each) then the fractionalized article count for DC #2 would be 500, because each article only counts as
0.5 article.
Fractionalized Articles
The number of articles within a competency that come from the selected institution or country.
The values are fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that falls within the competency is
counted. For example, if 0.8 of an article falls within competency #1, and the remaining 0.2 falls within competency
#3, only 0.8 is added to the total for competency #1.
Highly Cited Reference Articles
Highly cited reference articles are those that have been most highly cited during the map year. To meet the highly
cited criteria, an article must be:
•

Cited fewer than 100 times

•

If over 3 years old, cited 5 or more times

•

If between 3 and 1 years old, cited the age+1 times

•

If less than 1 year old, cited 3 or more times

Innovation Leadership
An institution/country is considered an Innovation leader if it is building on more recent discoveries in a field, which
might indicate future success and leadership in an area of research.
Innovation leadership is measured using State-of-the-Art (SotA) and Relative Article Share (RAS). An institution/
country is considered an Innovation leader for a competency if it has a higher SotA value than the Publication
leader, and its RAS is > 0.8.
Interdisciplinary
Relating to, or involving two or more disciplines
Keywords
Keywords are two-word phrases with highest information content that have been extracted from the titles and
abstracts of articles that are in each article cluster. This is not necessarily those occurring most often, but rather are
those that occur in the largest number of abstracts within the article cluster.
Map Year
Each of the SciVal® Spotlight calculations and graphs is done for a specific publication year, or “map year.” Due to
the lag between publication dates and indexing dates, the maps (or models) are calculated for a particular map year
starting in May of the following year.
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Market Size
The total number of articles in a competency from all institutions worldwide which contribute to the competency.
Market Size Growth
Average yearly change in the number of articles within a competency over the 5 year publication window.
Publication Leadership
A Publication leader is the institution/country with the greatest Relative Article Share (RAS) in a competency.
RAS is a relative measure of the quantity of publications an institution/country (or author) has produced in the
past 5 years, compared to other institutions/countries (or authors) within a particular competency.
A Publication leader can be seen as moving a research area forward.
Publication Window
A 5 year publication window is used for each map year, where the map year is the final year of the window.
For example, for the map year 2010, the publication window is 2006 through 2010. A 5 year period is used in
order to obtain a degree of stability in the results.
Rank
The rank of an institution/country within a competency (based on Relative Article Share) over the entire 5 year
publication window.
Reference Articles
Within SciVal Spotlight, reference articles are articles cited from articles within the map year.
Reference Leadership
A Reference leader is the institution/country with the greatest Relative Reference Share (RRS) in a competency.
Relative Article Share (RAS)
The number of articles from an institution/country, relative to the number of articles from the institution/country
ranked #1 worldwide within a particular competency. If an institution is ranked #1, its RAS will be greater than
1.0; otherwise, its RAS will be less than 1.0.
The values are fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that falls within the competency
is counted.
Relative Reference Share (RRS)
Relative Reference Share is a measure of how influential a country, institution, or author is within a particular
competency. The RRS value indicates the number of citation counts your institution/country received, relative
to the next largest peer (institution/country) worldwide. Higher is better.
The RRS for an institution/country is relative to the institution/country ranked #1 in the competency worldwide.
If the institution/country is ranked #1, the value is compared to the institution/country ranked #2.
RRS values are fractionalized, meaning that only the fraction of each article that falls within the competency
is counted.
State-of-the-Art (SotA)
The recentness of the work cited by the articles from an institution/country within a competency, relative to the
average recentness for that competency.
Positive SotA values indicate that the work being cited is more recent than average.
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